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Sweden is a country with a big area and quite a
small population.
We have comparatively small prisons spread all
over the country.
Until a couple of years ago the different prisons
used to buy courses and education from private
companies and municipalities.
The result was very diverse education standards
and also that the inmates could rarely finish a
course when moved between different prisons.
A new education policy was needed

Learning centre (Lärcentrum)
Some years ago the Swedish Prison and
Probation Service started to employ
teachers in local learning centers
(Lärcentrum).
On a national basis the local learning
centers are organized as one big
learning centre.
The use of flexible learning and
teachers around the country educating
in different subjects, both locally and on
distance, support the students in the
learning process.
A student can have a teacher from
anywhere in the country and keep that
teacher when moving from one prison to
another.
To support this a communication system
called “Net centre” (Nätcentrum) was
developed.

What we have:

Nätcentrum
(Net centre)
• Documentation

Students

• Communication

• All over the country

• Different background
• Different needs
• ”Mobile”

Teachers
• All over the country

• Different competence
• In need of cooperation

The heart of the Communication
system is a firewall which divides
the signal from the Internet into
two subnets.

Teachers

One for the teachers and one for
the students.

Students

Teachers

Nätcentrum
The teachers has unlimited access
to the Internet.
The students access is restricted to
one ip-address. To the “Net
centre”. The rest of the Internet is
completely “turned off”.

Students

In the future it will hopefully be
possible to open up for other
services. E.g. applying for job,
searching for books in libraries or
doing tests on the European
computer driving license.

Teachers

Nätcentrum
Before the students in the local “Learning
centre” can use the net a teacher or an
administrator must logon to open the
system.
This is to prevent the inmates to leave
their username and password to someone
outside the prison.

Students

A teacher can use the system e.g. from
home but if doing so he or she must logon
twice. The first logon is to unlock the
system to their home computer.

Net centre is used to register
students and courses, the
students personal curriculum
plans and there results.
It is also used for
communication between one
teacher and one student when
they are not in the same place.

When a student needs a teacher
on distance we create a virtual
room for communication.
Only one student gets access to
the room. So it’s used for
communication between two
persons. One teacher and one
student.
In the room the teacher can
place different kinds of material.
E.g. a Word-dokument, a movieclip or a sound-file.
The room also contains a forum
in which the teacher and the
student can discuss different
topics. It is also possible to
attach a file to a message in the
forum.

This is a very brief
presentation of how we use
Net centre for secure
communication via the
Internet.
For further information please
contact:

We cooperate with:
Netcompetence Sweden AB (www.netcompetence.se) host for Net centre
Knowledgebase Sweden AB (www.knowledgebase.se) supplier of the firewalls

